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Executive Summary
Based on an analysis of existing XR tools as well as of disaster management and media
production planning protocols, this deliverable elicits how the use of XR technology might
support all stakeholders including members of management in the two areas. The
deliverable describes how XR technology could specifically be of help for planning
deployments more successfully and to prepare staff for their assignments in the field. It also
points out how first responders and production staff on location could interact with and
benefit from XR technologies. This general analysis leads to three categories of initial user
requirements that are described in detail: (1) General user requirements that more or less
equally refer to both use cases, (2) Specific user requirements for the disaster management
use case and (3) Specific requirements for the media production planning use case.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
XR

VR

AR

MR
DP

DRR

Extended Reality
also known as cross-reality and hyper-reality, is an umbrella term that
encompasses human-machine interactions generated by computer technology
with devices or wearables to create real and virtual environments which include
VR and AR
Virtual Reality
is a technology that creates an immersive experience and content in most cases
using a VR headset, a head-mounted display (HMD) or a fully immersive space.
The current reality viewed by the user is replaced with a new computergenerated environment in which the user is isolated from the real world
Augmented Reality
is an immersive technology superimposing layers of digital content into the
physical world to enhance the user’s real-world experience
Mixed reality
is a hybrid definition combining both AR and VR

Disaster Preparedness
“measures taken to prepare for and reduce the effects of disasters. That is, to
predict and, where possible, prevent disasters, mitigate their impact on
vulnerable populations, and respond to and effectively cope with their
consequences.”
(
https://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/what-we-do/disaster-and-crisismanagement/disaster-preparedness/)
Disaster Risk Reduction
“aims to reduce the damage caused by natural hazards like earth-quakes, floods,
droughts and cyclones, through an ethic of prevention.”
(https://www.unisdr.org/who-we-are/what-is-drr )
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1 INTRODUCTION
This deliverable contains a conceptual description of the two use cases. It frames the
potential (more specific) use case scenarios and it provides an initial list of functional
requirements from the two user groups. Although the use case scenarios and user
requirements will be further specified in the course of the project (especially in D6.2 and
D6.3), the initial list will be crucial as it sets the framework for planning the technical
development in xR4DRAMA. In order to achieve a common understanding of what we want
to do and achieve, these initial requirements have been thoroughly discussed and effectively
co-created by user partners and technical partners.
This deliverable starts with a comprehensive description of the underlying concept of
situation awareness and the project's approach to strive for three sequential levels of
situation awareness (Section 2). Section 3 summarises our understanding of XR technologies
and delivers a short overview of the state of the art of XR in disaster management and media
production planning. In Section 4, we expand on the Disaster management use case,
followed by an elaboration of the Media production planning use case in Section 5.
The list of initial user requirements is presented in Section 6, where we differentiate
between general user requirements (that apply to both use cases) and use-case-specific user
requirements. The methodology that we used for developing these of requirements is based
on the following steps: (1) the observation of the current state of the art in disaster
management and media production planning; (2) the observation of the current state of the
art in using XR-technologies and -features in the two domains; (3) the specification
of realistic use case scenarios as a more concrete background for the project, and
(4) brainstorming sessions, interviews and workshops with stakeholders, especially disaster
management bodies and media production personnel.
After a brief outline of the methodology for prioritising the requirements and evaluating the
xR4DRAMA system (Section 7), The deliverable closes with a concluding summary in Section
8.
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2 SITUATION AWARENESS
2.1

Theoretical concept of situation awareness

As already elaborated in the original xR4DRAMA proposal, the concept of “situation
awareness” describes how humans perceive the elements of a given environment within
spatial and temporal confinements and how that perception affects their performance and
decision-making in the situation at hand. Designing for situation awareness has become
particularly important where decision-making happens under time pressure, remotely or
among multiple operators. As a concept deriving from perception research in the 1980s and
1990s with regards to the human factor in system operations, situation awareness takes
both into account: the limits of what humans can perceive and how much they can perceive.
As research by, for instance, Mica Endsley suggests, a lack of situation awareness can result
in poor performance or inadequate decision making. Hence an advanced understanding of
the situation at hand (or the anticipation of such) can lead to better understanding of future
and/or current events and thus to better decision-making1.
Today, with human attention being expanded through, distributed among, and yet also
restricted by a constant stream of large amounts of information and various high-performing
communication technologies, an immersive digital planning tool can increase situation
awareness if applied the right way. However, the methods and tools by which situation
awareness can be created, enhanced and maintained are manifold. In a first step, situation
awareness can be established simply by bringing together different information about a
location such as geographical data, sociographic information, cultural context, images,
videos and the like. Secondly, situation awareness can be further enhanced by creating, for
instance, a three-dimensional visualisation of topographical data (e.g. in the form of
Augmented Reality). And finally, as a more elaborate approach, situation awareness can be
accomplished by developing a sophisticated and more complex and comprehensive virtual
representation of a specific location (Virtual Reality). Furthermore, the level of situation
awareness depends on the technology in use. xR4DRAMA will utilise simple two-dimensional
visualisations for desktops or handhelds as well as XR features or advanced VR technology in
order to create a highly immersive environment. The method as well as the technology of
choice depend on the challenges and needs of the use case in question and might even
include auditory or tactile interfaces. The analysis of the two pilot use cases at the beginning
of the project will show which level of immersion and what kind of hardware is required in
order to create the most suitable and effective level of situation awareness.
Apart from the technology and hardware in place, situation awareness also depends on the
possibility to exchange information (if possible also in real-time), in order to update and,
where necessary, rectify the representation of the location (and event/incident) in question.
We will therefore foresee a communication channel/interface between the operator or
manager in charge (who might be working from a remote position) and the personnel “in

1

Endsley, Mica. (1995). Endsley, M.R.: Toward a Theory of Situation Awareness in Dynamic Systems. Human
Factors Journal 37(1), 32-64. Human Factors: The Journal of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society. 37. 3264. 10.1518/001872095779049543.
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loco” (such as first responders in a disaster scenario or a location scout in the media use
case). This interface will enable personnel on location to feed new relevant information and
data (e.g. textual reports, sensor data or images) into the system. Thus, the xR4DRAMA
system will display up-to-date, verified and therefore realistic representation of the location
in question as well as the development on site.

2.2

Three Levels of situation awareness

The underlying approach within xR4DRAMA is to create and enhance situation awareness for
those who are – remotely as well as directly – involved in the planning of and the dealing
with events and incidents in a specific location. However, situation awareness can be
created in various manners. As briefly mentioned in the paragraph before, we have decided
to focus on three levels of situation awareness that will build on each other. This approach
doesn't only allow us to follow a linear, step-by-step development process, but will also
enable us to evaluate which levels of situation awareness are indeed the most suitable in a
specific scenario.
The three levels that we have defined are


Level 1 situation awareness: An appealing, easy-to-digest representation and
visualisation of different content and information about a location such as
geographical data, sociographic information, cultural context, images, videos and the
like. The following figure shows a simple example of what users imagine. However, it
should be clear that at this early point of the project, this image just represents a
very rough and preliminary idea of how this visualisation could look like



Figure 1: Potential Level 1 Situation Awareness


Level 2 situation awareness: An enhanced representation and visualisation that
especially builds on recent content and information stemming from people in the
field (first responders or location scouts) who will use various tools and sensors in
order to capture data that is most relevant to the individual use case scenario. We
imagine the system to process this data "from the field" and to combine it with the
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data about the location that was already gathered remotely on the basis of accessible
web- and cloud services. This representation could be available to remote
management in a distant control room as well as to staff in the field. The following
figure shall give a first idea of how to then visualise the aggregated data. Again, we
would like to point out that this image shall only serve as a first approach, whilst the
solution that we will effectively pursue in the project might look very different.

Figure 2: Potential Level 2 Situation Awareness before location scouting

Figure 3: Potential Level 2 Situation Awareness after location scouting


Level 3 situation awareness: This level stands for a more sophisticated and more
complex and comprehensive virtual representation of a specific location, close to a
simulation of an event within that environment. Here, users imagine the deployment
of rather mature VR or XR representations that can be perceived by sophisticated
tools, such as VR/XR head mounted displays (VR HMD) or enhanced sound systems
and that contribute to a higher level of (relevant!) immersion and thus better
Page 13
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situation awareness. Ideally, this representation should also allow users to test
specific strategies and methods, e.g. to simulate various possible camera movements
(in the media production use case). Again, these functionalities could - in gradations be accessible to remote personnel as well as to people on location. The following
figure shows a simple example of what the visualisation could look like - still keeping
in mind that the final solution will probably be very different.

Figure 4: Potential Level 3 Situation Awareness
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3 STATE OF THE ART REGARDING XR TECHNOLOGIES
3.1

The xR4DRAMA understanding of XR technologies

3.1.1 General definition of XR
XR (Extended Reality) has become the de-facto term for describing hard- and software
that allows humans to interface with "real-and-virtual combined environments1" and is
based on existing technology and frameworks (Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality). XR can
hereby be interpreted as the full range described in the currently existing models of a
reality-virtuality continuum2. This continuum covers a range of formats that get delivered
using specific devices and content is built using a variety of creator tools and distributed
across a range of platforms.
Formats
XR formats describe the content and means of delivery towards an end user. Currently the
most common XR content formats are





spherical photographs or videos (360°) in monoscopic or stereoscopic capture,
volumetric captures of real objects using photo- or videogrammetry,
3D content (models, scenes, VFX) created by artists or generated procedurally from
algorithms or data.
audio tracks either from Ambisonics recording or as mono tracks located in a virtual
sphere using head-related transfer function

Depending on use cases, also legacy 2D media can be incorporated into XR.
On the reality-virtuality continuum, Virtual Reality (VR) is the (ideally) complete transfer of
human-sensible input from real to virtual sources, e.g. all visual information is not perceived
from reality, but a computer-generated image that is projected via a VR HMD. As such, the
location of where a user consumes VR content is completely irrelevant. Mixed Reality (MR)
and in parts Augmented Reality (AR) are location dependent. MR headsets track the spatial
information of the location they are being operated in. This allows virtual objects to be
blended into the real world, e.g., such as putting virtual objects behind real objects and
having them occluded if the viewer moves out of the line of sight. AR uses image tracking
algorithms to estimate the existence of planes in the real environment to attach virtual
objects to. Due to the lack of real depth sensing, scale and occlusion do not work to the full
extend and thus the virtual objects do not blend in such a high-fidelity manner as MR
delivers.
Devices
The relevant devices to access XR content in the light of xR4DRAMA are:
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality%E2%80%93virtuality_continuum
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Desktop systems to interface with the administrative and planning tools for data
search, data acquisition, management and planning
Desktop interfaces to provide Virtual Reality experiences via tethered HMDs
Mobile interfaces (standalone) to provide VR, MR and AR functionality
Mobile interfaces to provide any visual or acoustic access to information, such as
smartphones, headphones or wearables

Technology/Platforms/Applications
The XR ecosphere is enabled by several technologies (hard- and software), distribution
platforms, and applications for content creation and content consumption. Among these are
for instance:
Technology
 Virtual Reality HMDs such as Oculus Rift or Quest, HTC Vive, HP Reverb
 Mixed Reality HMDs such as Microsoft HoloLens2 or Magic Leap
 Capture devices, such as mono- and stereoscopic 360° cameras or special 360°
capture devices, such as the Matterport camera
 Mobile device technology for AR (ARCore on Android, ARKit on iOS)
Platforms
 Oculus3 experience platform for apps and games
 Steam and SteamVR4 apps and games
Development applications and runtimes
 Unity3D5
 Unreal Engine6
 WebGL libraries, such as Three.js7, Babylon.js8 or Aframe9
The XR ecosphere is dynamic and evolving with several technology strands being at different
levels of maturity. As such, the aforementioned are examples of the current state of art and
subject to change even within the project runtime. Based on the user requirements and the
input from the technological partners, a selection of XR components for xR4DRAMA will be
made as initially outlined in 3.1.2 .

3

https://www.oculus.com/experiences/quest/

4

https://store.steampowered.com/app/250820/SteamVR/

5

https://unity.com/

6

https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/

7

https://threejs.org/

8

https://www.babylonjs.com/

9

https://aframe.io/
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3.1.2 XR in xR4DRAMA
Within the project, we aim to use a well-defined set of XR technologies and frameworks to
fulfil the objectives driven by the xR4DRAMA use cases and both the use case and
technology partners.
We envision XR to deliver to users any type of information in a meaningful and relevant
form, dependent of the respective location or situation. A possible use case scenario could
be the straightforward approach of using a standard VR HMD for planning and evaluation
purposes in a control room environment. Another possible scenario would be a location- and
situation-based playback of information via MR or AR in the field or on site, that also allows
to feedback camera and sensor information into the system.
XR is the driving technology within the project to deliver the kind of situation awareness
that is per our hypothesis highly supportive to fulfil tasks of disaster management and
media production planning. XR media offer a degree of perception that is close to reality
and as such can better transport a spatial representation. Such factors as the look and feel,
and also emotions are important for decision making. Decision making can be enhanced by
objective factors as available data objects from geo- or demographic data sources.
Following a user-centred approach, we aim for choosing the technology that best suits the
requirements or provides a feasible path towards implementation or integration. A guiding
principle for the integration of XR technology within xR4DRAMA is for it to be an integrative
solution instead of a monolith.
Figure [REF] gives a high-level overview of how xR4DRAMA is envisioned to be enhanced by
XR technology.

Figure 5: Potential use of XR in xR4DRAMA at different locations
Page 17
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At the core is the xR4DRAMA system that provides a so-called scene graph as a virtual
representation of a location. This scene graph includes data that can be automatically
collected (see description of level 1 situation awareness) and is continuously improved over
time with input of data from additional sources (e.g., location scouts or first responders,
remote sensing, etc.). This virtual scene graph is available in both the central control room,
as well as on-site and uses the appropriate devices defined for the location. A control room
device may display the scene graph using a desktop PC or a powerful VR computer with a
high-end HMD and controller setup to fully immerse in the scene graph.

3.2

State of the art regarding XR technologies in Disaster management

3.2.1 Characteristics of Disaster management
The Disaster management process identifies potential impacts caused by a serious
disruption of the functioning of a community or a society at any scale due to hazardous
events, and provides a framework for building resilience, with the capability for an effective
response that safeguards humans, material, economic and environmental elements, creating
activities, as well as effectively restoring operational capabilities. Disaster management
involves the management of preparedness, mitigation response, and continuity or recovery,
as well as management of the overall programe through training, rehearsals and reviews.
Disaster response is predominantly focused on immediate and short-term needs. Effective,
efficient and timely response relies on disaster risk-informed preparedness measures,
including the development of the response capacities of individuals, communities,
organizations, countries and the international communities.
3.2.2 The current use of XR technologies in Disaster management
Since the 1970s, new technologies have been used to create simulations that bring disasters
to life through computer visualisations and game environments. In 1992, the Advanced
Disaster Management Simulator (ADMS)10 was introduced in response to a plane crash at
the Manchester Airport (UK) to train incident commanders in a real-time interactive virtual
reality environment, which was built as a game simulation and used by the New York City
Office of Emergency Management.
Before XR technologies became more widely accessible, DP/DRR training and simulations
were offered through screen-based devices such as computers, monitors or gaming
consoles. In the last decade serious games (SGs) have become popular training and
behavioural analysis tools and examples are present across industries, for example:





10

Terrorist attacks (Chittaro, 2015);
Fire evacuation (Smith, 2009);
Earthquake evacuation (Tanes, 2013);
General disaster evacuation (Cohen, 2012).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advanced_disaster_management_simulator
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Many of these screen-based simulations are available online as websites or mobile
applications on the Google and Apple Stores. An example is the Stop Disasters Game11 by
UNDRR, available online, that provides game simulations for up to five hazards. Alongside
specific applications and websites, there is a world of video content which has been used for
DRR education, some of it available on online platforms such as YouTube. The DRR
community is actively engaged in researching and testing innovative XR ideas. The main
change seen from the use of XR technologies is the possibility to fully immerse the user
inside the simulation, which opens new avenues for DRR training, especially in the field of
simulations and drills. The successful use of virtual reality simulations in disaster
management training initiatives is a popular area for research, particularly building
evacuations for fire and earthquake, and has proven to influence behaviour and learning
outcomes. On the horizon is the research focused on augmented reality as a new medium
for training disaster preparedness with location specific features which allows targeting the
experience to any given location, with clear benefits for scalability. Another important
addition to XR today is the integration of digital serious games as part of XR experiences,
offering a unique combination which can produce behavioural and pedagogical outcomes.
This is still an emerging field in which researchers and creators are testing experimental new
ways to engage users more and find new innovative ways to transmit knowledge using a
variety of practices.

3.3

State of the art regarding XR technologies in Media production
planning

3.3.1 Characteristics of Media production planning
Media production planning is a complex and very often complicated process. It utilises
numerous different approaches, strategies and tools depending on the specific kind of
production. Which steps need to be followed depends on various circumstances, for
instance:







are we dealing with a fictional or non-fictional format?
is it produced for cinemas, television or other outlets?
is it shot in a studio or on location?
will several locations be used?
does it involve actors or presenters, or does it only show nature and scenery?
is it a longer piece (that is produced over a longer period of time) or is it a rather
short and spontaneous coverage of a breaking news event?

Based on these criteria, production management needs to decide on size and qualification of
production staff, the necessary equipment, production schedule, travel arrangements, legal
requirements, and many more issues.
We will not further elaborate on these different production scenarios as the project itself is
not meant to tackle and cover a multitude of formats. xR4DRAMA is about creating situation
awareness. This (virtual) situation awareness is particularly relevant for production
11

https://www.stopdisastersgame.org/stop_disasters/
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managers who have not visited and experienced the production location in person. This lack
of awareness about the location and the conditions in situ often complicates their work
considerably and might even have negative impact on production quality. Therefore, the
xR4DRAMA project will focus on bringing situation awareness to a production management
team that is working from a remote position.
3.3.2 The current use of XR technologies in Media production planning
The following overview is based on extensive interviews and conversations with journalists,
production staff and correspondents across Europe as well as on market research about
currently available tools. The first finding is that there is no standard XR tool (yet!?) that is
used for media production planning. However, we have come across a number of different
XR-solutions that aim for increasing situation awareness. Some of these solutions are even
tailored to certain aspects of audio-visual media production.
End-consumer tools
We all might have experienced various tools that use XR-technologies in order to create
more situation awareness in given circumstances. The following few representative
examples show, that these tools range from end-consumer solutions to VR-applications that
are tailored for specific markets.
 Ikea AR App12
In 2018, Ikea launched an AR-application for iOS and Android that enables customers to put
Ikea furniture from the catalogue right into their homes. Customers just need to scan their
homes and are then able to choose and place the furniture of choice.

12

https://ikea-unternehmensblog.de/article/2019/ikea-place-app
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Figure 6: Screenshot of Ikea AR App
 VR for Sotheby's estate agents13
The renowned international real estate agency Sotheby`s is currently using VR to present
luxury homes. Potential buyers can explore properties in a 360° environment. The
application also provides "dollhouse views" that show plans of each floor and allows for
virtually moving between floors and rooms. The floor plans are based on a hard- and
software platform provided by Matterport14.

Figure 7: Sotheby's dollhouse view
Tools for media production
Given the success of end-consumer tools such as the Ikea app or the Sotheby's platform,
considerable efforts have been spent in order to develop similar solutions for professionals
in individual markets. Among these are applications that were tailored for the media
production market. They include appealing presentations and visualisations of relevant
information in user-friendly dashboards as well as more mature VR solutions for specific
steps in the media production cycle:
 Vectorworks15
DW is using this CAD-Software for production planning when it comes to talkshows or other
events. A location is rebuilt in a 3D model based on its exact original outline. In this model
Different kinds of production gear such as cameras, lightning, decoration, props and even
seats for the spectators can be placed in the most suitable manner. Considering the exact
time of day, the crew is able to check what light equipment is needed. By testing out the

13

https://www.sothebysrealty.com/eng/virtual-reality

14

https://matterport.com/

15

https://www.computerworks.de/produkte/vectorworks.html
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seating on the specific location it is possible to measure very exactly how many viewers can
attend.
This model is also used by the technical staff for presenting their plans to the host of the
show. Thus, the host can gain a much better and more detailed idea of what everything will
look like and whether this fits her or his expectations.
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Figure 8: Various Vectorworks visualisations
 Dataminr16
The tool Dataminr processes public datasets that are massive in scale and contain billions of
daily data points including text, image, video and sound. As pointed out on the Dataminr’s
website, "AI models synthesize a combination of data science methods, applying deep
learning, natural language processing, and advanced statistical modelling across disparate
data sets encompassing over 150 languages and multi-dimensional formats". Dataminr has
access to more than 100.000 public sources (including flight sensors like flightradar24, the
US Geological Service and others). It also taps into social networks such as Twitter und uses
their feeds. Dataminr is already widely used at Deutsche Welle in different departments. A
16

https://www.dataminr.com/
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lot of DW colleagues consider it as very helpful, not only for getting alerts about breaking
news events but also for reaching a higher level of awareness regarding specific situations
and topics.

Figure 9: Dataminr dashboard
 Magnopus17
The Los Angeles-based company provides - amongst other services - a "Virtual Production
Tool" with the goal of creating situation awareness during the production of movies. By
doing so, it responds to a fundamental problem of VFX technology becoming more and more
common in movie production. This causes a growing divide between what is filmed on set
and what the film will look like after all the VFX has been added month later. Production
staff, especially director and DOP have difficulties to imagine the VXF while filming.
Magnopus uses games engines like Unreal or Unity, camera tracking, augmented reality and
virtual reality in order to give filmmakers a real impression of what the end-result might look
like.

17

https://www.magnopus.com/
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Figure 10: Production staff using VR goggles in production
 Set Simulator V2
Set Simulator is a software tool that will be released very soon (according to its creator, the
Los Angeles-based camera operator Ruben Sluijter). It will provide an interactive VR
experience to plan and practice media productions. Production staff will be able to create
filmsets and define various types of buildings, different times of the day, weather conditions
and other props. The tool will offer a wide range of equipment (including different lenses,
focal length of cameras, lightning equipment, camera cranes and jibs etc.)

Figure 11: Set simulator offering a choice of jibs
 set.a.light 3D by Elixxier18

18

https://www.elixxier.com/en/products/setalight3d.php
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This software tool provides a desktop-based lighting simulation for photographers and
filmmakers. It enables the user to choose a virtual camera that matches his/her own real
camera. The tool also offers a wide range of lighting gear (including flash lights). "Avatar
models" can pose and move in different ways. By using and testing different settings, the
simulation allows users to pre-produce their future project on screen.

Figure 12: set.a.light 3D dashboard
 Location scouting and 360° images
Location scouts like the Berlin based company ZLOCATIONZ have started to use 360° footage
of the locations they present in their database to their clients a more immersive
experience19. All these locations are shot from different angles and are presented in an
online-gallery where clients can click through the different option and freely move around
within each image.

19

https://roundme.com/gallery/f39c6a30-2c9e-47ce-bca3-affb68d02996
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Figure 13: 360° Location shots
All these examples, whether they are directed at end-consumers or at professionals in
specific markets, show the tendency of creating more immersive visual experiences. The
underlying intention might be to facilitate and increase sales (as in the Ikea and the
Sotheby's example). But it also about meeting the fundamental need to create an
environment where user can develop situation awareness regarding a specific location, the
use of special equipment or the influence of particular circumstances such as lighting or
movements. The examples also show that there is not one way of creating situation
awareness. The presented solutions offer a wide range of technologies and XR tools that all
serve the same purpose: Helping the user to get a "feel" for the specific situation or scenery
and ultimately to enable him to make sound decisions.
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4 THE DISASTER MANAGEMENT USE CASE
4.1

General remarks

Climate conditions are leading to an increase in intensity and frequency of extreme weather
events (e.g. floods, heat waves, droughts, wild fires) that may have great humanitarian
impact entailing loss of lives, in addition to the economic and only partly insured losses
(EASAC, 2013). River floods for example can result in huge economic losses due to damage
to infrastructure, property and agricultural land, and indirect losses in or beyond the flooded
areas, such as production losses caused by damaged transport or energy infrastructure. They
can also lead to loss of life, especially in the case of flash floods, and displacement of people,
and can have adverse effects on human health, the environment and cultural heritage.
Disaster response planners, rescue teams and first responders should be able to use a wide
variety of technologies and tools to assist them during an incident, when getting accurate
information about the scope, extent, and impact of the disaster is critical to creating and
orchestrating an effective disaster response and recovery effort.
With the aim to improve transmission of the emergency data and coordination between first
responders and authorities, xR4DRAMA tools will be demonstrated in a concrete pilot case,
related to Floods in Vicenza City (Italy), a highly populated and urbanized area, with
extremely complex drainage and irrigation networks and important economic activities,
ecological and cultural assets, characterized by high flood risk.
The catchment of the upper Bacchiglione River, closed at Ponte degli Angeli in the historical
centre of Vicenza (Figure 14), is located in the north of the Veneto Region.

Figure 14: The Bacchiglione Catchment closed at Vicenza
A significant portion of the annual rainfall (700-1000 mm) often concentrates into very short
periods of time and as a consequence, severe flooding event have threatened agricultural
and urban areas in the recent years, since the upper Veneto plain is a highly populated and
urbanized area. These floods are characterized by low response time (lower than 12 hours)
and are also triggered by snowmelt. In detail, the territory of the Vicenza Municipality lastly
was affected by a relevant flood event that happened between 31st October and 1st
November 2010. It was triggered by extreme rainfall and snowmelt in the upper
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Bacchiglione basin: over 500 mm rainfall was recorded. The Vicenza city centre, a very busy
residential and commercial area, was submerged due to the overtopping of the levees at the
"Ponte degli Angeli" river section.
In other zones floods were caused by levee breaks and surcharge of the existing urban
drainage system. The plots reported in Figure 15 show the overall flooded area in Vicenza
during the 2010 event compared with other minor flood events occured in May 2013.

Figure 15: Flooded area in Vicenza after the 2010 flood compared with the 2013 floods
Source: Municipality of Vicenza: http://www.comune.vicenza.it/

4.2

Potential end-users

The main end-users in the pilot are:
 The Mayor


Municipal group of Vicenza Civil Protection;



National Association of Carabinieri (Italian Army Police);



National Alpine Trooper Association;



Coordination of Voluntary Associations of Civil Protection, Province of Vicenza;



Italian Red Cross



Fire Brigades



Local Police



Regional and local authorities



AAWA

The civil protection is in the frontline during the management of flood events.
In the Italian system, the responsibility for implementing civil protection measures falls with
the lowest possible administrative level: the mayor is the primary civil protection authority
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within his/her municipality and thus responsible for planning and rescue operations,
coordinating the Municipal Operational Centers (COC). Within the COC the Mayor uses all
the municipal structures to realize the risk mitigation strategies. All the operations are
coordinated by the Civil Protection Department that uses officials and volunteers. The Civil
Protection, with the Fire Department, manages the rescue operations and all the activities
oriented towards resorting back to normal life conditions.

4.3

Available sources of information

The three main categories of available sources are:
GIS data (shape file and grid format):
• Admininistrative_boundary
• Flood_Risk_Management_Plan
• Hystorical_FLOOD_AREAS
• Study_area_Vicenza
• Technical Regional Map
• Veneto_Hydraulic_network
• Veneto_road and rail networks
• Aerial photos of the study area
• High resolution (1m) digital terrain model of the study area
Hydro meteorological data:
• Shape file of the hydro meteorological stations included in the Bacchiglione River
Basin
• Time series of rainfall, temperature, wind velocity, pressure, water level, snow level
(csv, hourly time step from 1992 until now)
• Satellite images (grid, 2000-2011)
• Flood datasets (raster data of flow velocity and water depth)
Social:
• Database of the reports sent by the Mobile app during a series of civil protection
exercises (including text and images)
• Backup of reports from the Facebook and Twitter accounts of the Municipality and
from its website
• Videos registered during the last flood events in Vicenza
• Web links concerning the real-time description of the last flood events in Vicenza
• Historical records of the 2 video cameras in Vicenza along the Bacchiglione River
• Real time streaming data of the 3 video cameras in Vicenza along the
Bacchiglione/Retrone Rivers
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4.4

Examples of disaster management scenarios

The Disaster management use case is oriented to flood prevention and preparedness with
innovative solutions. The aim of the Use Case is to demonstrate the use of a VR environment
and of the extended reality to improve first responders management before and during a
flood event.
The Disaster management use case will involve 2 different operational phases:
1. Preparation of the intervention: the VR environment will be used to simulate the
expected scenario; the decision makers in the control room will be able to see an
augmented reality scenario while first responders navigate through the environment
to decide the best solution (e.g. best entering point etc.) and to be trained for the
coming event. The virtually reconstruction of the real environment will display also
information from the territory such as the localization of any request of people in
danger.
2. In the field: the first responders (scouts), thanks to XR technologies and sensors to
acquire physiological datasets and environmental parameters (e.g. heart rate,
temperature, pressure cells to measure water velocity) will be able to provide the
most recent updates to the authorities in the control room with a bilateral exchange
of information to update the virtual environment.

4.4.1 UC_1: Management of new flood emergencies
This Use Case concerns the management of new emergencies reported by citizens and first
responders.
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Figure 16: Block Diagram of the UC_1
Initial phase of the scenario
•

During the flood

What is happening
•
•
•

A first responder (rescue service) is recording a video of a flooded street in a city
location
Tweets and phone calls are mentioning flooded areas in another location in the city
Citizens are sending reports on floods with images, audio and text in another location
in the city

Outcome
•

•

The authority (e.g. mayor) move forces to the new location adopting the appropriate
measures to make the teams of rescuers affected by flooding operate in safe
conditions, minimizing their stress
The authority (e.g. mayor) sends notifications to citizens approaching the dangerous
areas and suggests alternative ways

Table 1: Example of messages that might be presented to the authorities
From First Responders
ITA

ENG
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Piazza XX allagata. Richiesta di rinforzi
Macchine e cassonetti trasportati dalla
corrente. Chiudere l'accesso a via Verdi
Persone in pericolo in uscita dalle
autovetture allagate a piazza xy

Square XX flooded. More forces required
Cars and Dumpsters transported by the
flow. Close the access to Verdi street
People, leaving from their cars, in danger in
XY square

From Citizens
ITA
Sottopasso in via Pusterla allagato. Una
macchina è rimasta intrappolata dentro e il
conducente non riesce ad uscire.
Un albero trascinato dalla corrente si è
incastrato nel ponte e il deflusso è
impedito. L'allagamento è prossimo.

ENG
Subway flooded in Pusterla street. A car is
trapped inside, and the driver is not able to
leave it
A tree, transported by the flow, is blocking
the bridge's openings. The flow is limited
and the river level is reaching the
embankment's top
Siamo sul tetto di casa nostra in via Rossi,
We are on the roof of our home at Rossi
siamo isolati, ci serve una barca per uscire.
street, we are isolated, we need a boat to
leave
Le vie del centro si stanno allagando. La
The city center's streets are going to be
gente fa fatica a camminare a causa velocità flooded. People struggle to walk because of
della corrente.
the velocity of the flow.
Sono in via Roma. Alcune persone stanno
I’m at Roma street. Some people are trying
cercando di spostare la propria macchina
to move their cars in order to save them,
per metterle al sicuro ma vengono
but they are drag away by the flow
trascinate via dalla corrente
Il livello a Ponte degli Angeli ha raggiunto la The water level at Ponte Angeli Bridge
sponda sinistra e l'acqua sta per
reached the left embankment's top and
sormontare
water is going to overtop it
Vicenza in ginocchio! Alluvione in
Vicenza is on its knee! Flood is in progress!
corso!AIUTO!
HELP!
situazione tragica! una donna morta
Tragical situation! Dead woman smashed by
schiacciata dalle macchine che
floating cars and a missing child!
galleggiavano e una bambina dispersa!
Ho la cantina allagata
Flooded basement
Ho una fattoria e gli animali sono stati
My farm is flooded and the animals are
inondati. Se non arrivano soccorsi perdo
drowning. If rescue teams do not arrive I
tutto.
will lose everything.
Le strade sono fiumi marroni...l'acqua arriva The streets are brown rivers...the water is
ai finestrini delle macchine...
reaching the car windows...
l'acqua mi ha portato via il motorino!
Water flow took my motorbike away
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4.4.2 UC_2: Monitoring river breaking/overtopping and assignment of relative tasks
This Use Case concerns the assignment of tasks to first responders based on the monitored
river breaking/overtopping.

Figure 17: Block Diagram of the UC_2
Initial phase of the scenario
•

Before the flood

What is happening
•

Citizens are sending messages via mobile application concerning the river
embankments and overtopping

Outcome
•

•

Once the water level rises and it is close to overtopping, the authority (e.g. mayor)
assigns tasks to first responders, adopting the appropriate measures to make the
rescue teams affected by flooding operate in safe conditions, minimizing their stress
Once the water level rises and its close to overtopping, the authority (e.g. mayor)
sends notifications to citizens approaching the dangerous areas and suggests
alternative ways

Table 2: Example of messages that might be presented to first responders.
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ITA
Azione:
Posizionare Aquadike agli estremi di
ponte degli Angeli
Posizione :
coordinate: Nord , Est
indirizzo: Via XX
Azione:
Posizionare paratie lungo ringhiera largo
Goethe
Posizione :
coordinate: Nord , Est
indirizzo: Via XX
Azione:
Posizionare una fila di sacchi lungo via
Nervesa della Batttaglia
Posizione :
coordinate: Nord , Est
indirizzo: Via XX
Azione:
Verificare lo stato del terrapieno
Posizione :
coordinate: Nord , Est
indirizzo: Via XX
Azione:
Verificare il funzionamento delle pompe
Posizione :
coordinate: Nord , Est
indirizzo: Via XX
Azione:
Verificare la presenza di eventuali risalite
fognarie
Posizione :
coordinate: Nord , Est
indirizzo: Via XX
Azione:
Verificare l'eventuale mancanza di
alimentazione elettrica
Posizione :
coordinate: Nord , Est
indirizzo: Via XX

ENG
Action:
Place Aquadike at the ends of Ponte degli
Angeli Bridge
Location :
coordinates: North , East
address: Street XX
Action:
Place gates along the Goethe street
Location :
coordinates: North , East
address: Street XX
Action:
Place a line of sand packs along Nervesa
della Battaglia street
Location :
coordinates: North , East
address: Street XX
Action:
Verify the status of the embankment
Location :
coordinates: North , East
address: Street XX
Action:
Verify working of pumps
Location :
coordinates: North , East
address: Street XX
Action:
Verify potential sewage overflow
Location :
coordinates: North , East
address: Street XX
Action:
Verify potential missing of power supply
Location :
coordinates: North , East
address: Street XX

Table 3: Example of messages that might be presented to the people (received automatically
by a citizen approaching to a dangerous area)
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ITA
Alluvione in corso. Allontanarsi rapidamente e
in sicurezza dalla zona. Sono stati identificati i
seguenti luoghi sicuri non soggetti ad
allagamento o esondazione:
via Pforzheim - viale Cricoli (park Cricoli)
via Baden Powell (cittadella degli studi)
via Ragazzi del '99 (parcheggio cimitero)
…….

ENG
Flood in progress. Escape rapidly and safely.
The following safe places were identified:
via Pforzheim - viale Cricoli (park Cricoli)
via Baden Powell (cittadella degli studi)
via Ragazzi del '99 (parcheggio cimitero)
…….

4.4.3 UC_3: Monitoring stress level of first responders operating in flooding conditions
This Use Case concerns the monitoring of the stress of the first responders in order to
validate People Vulnerability curves in the flood risks scenario, acquiring data related to 2
fundamental parameters:


h = Depth of flood water(m);



v= Velocity of flood water (m/s).

The physical vulnerability associated with people affected by flooding considers the values of
flow velocity (v) and water height (h) that produce “instability” with respect to remaining in
an upright position. It is one of the critical parameters used to estimate the Flood Risk,
according to the international framework for the assessment and management of flood risks
established by the Floods Directive (EC, 2007). Many authors have dealt with the instability
of people in flowing water and critical values have been derived from the product of h and v.
For example, Ramsbottom et al. (2004) and Penning-Rowsell et al. (2005) have proposed a
semi-quantitative equation that links a flood hazard index, referred to as the Flood Hazard
Rating (FHR), to h, v and a factor related to the amount of transported debris, i.e., the Debris
Factor (DF), as follows:
FHR=h*(v+0.5)+DF
Table 4: The Debris Factor (DF) for different water heights (h), flow velocities (v) and land
uses.

Values of h and v

Grazing/Agricultural land

Forest

Urban

0 m < h ≤ 0.25 m

0

0

0

0.25 m < h ≤ 0.75 m

0

0.5

1

h > 0.75 OR v > 2
m/s

0.5

1

1
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Using the FHR, the physical vulnerability of the population can be calculated.

Figure 18: Physical vulnerability (VP) values for the population as a function of water height
(h) and flow velocity (v).
In the control room authorities will be able to evaluate this factor by means of
hydrodynamic parameters coming from the local environmental agencies, verifying and
confirming the order of magnitude of these variables (water height (h) and flow velocity (v))
from the first responders in the field.
In an experimental phase, having access to a pool of water under controlled hydrodynamic
conditions, it will be possible to test wearable (or portable) proof of concept mock-ups in
which sensors capable to acquire data correlated to this information will be integrated and
used to collect environmental parameters, to better understand the correlation between
stability of people/stress and flood hydrodynamic parameters.
The stress of first responders will be monitored by means a physiological sensing with smart
clothes developed by Smartex.

Figure 19: Monitoring stress conditions by smart clothes.
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5 THE MEDIA PRODUCTION PLANNING USE CASE
5.1

General remarks

In Section 3.3.1 we have pointed out that the planning of a media production depends on
numerous different elements and criteria. There is no a standard process, and different kinds
of production ask for different approaches. We have already established that situation
awareness is particularly relevant for production staff that has no personal knowledge and
experience regarding the specific production location. In the media production planning use
case, we will therefore focus on scenarios where production management is working from a
remote position in the production control room of the company's headquarter. We have
also decided to develop the use cases around a short documentary about a specific topic
that is mainly shot on location and involves a rather small production team. Thus, we will be
able to evaluate the system in a rather protected environment, without too much time
pressure.
Planning for such a production usually involves the following standard steps:







Decision about the specific topic and location of the production.
Preliminary query about the topic and the location in available repositories.
Closer examination of the location by traveling there or assigning a so-called location
scout. These location scouts (also "fixers") are usually people who are experienced in
the processes and requirements of a media production. They know the area and the
people around, they speak the language if the production takes place abroad and are
acquainted to the customs or legal framework that need to be taken into account.
Creation of a detailed production plan and briefing of the camera crew that will be in
charge of shooting on location.
Supervision and management of the shooting process, either from the spot or (more
common) from a remote position (the headquarter or control room which could be
an office in a building as well as an OB truck closer to the location in question.

The following graphic summarises the production workflow that the xR4DRAMA will focus
on.

Figure 20: xR4DRAMA media production workflow

5.2

Potential end-users

The most important group of end-users consists of the members of the production
management team that works in the control room of the company's headquarters. Beyond
this group, situation awareness can be relevant to other positions in a media production, e.g.
for authors who develop exposés and treatments for the production without having seen the
specific location in advance. Furthermore, production staff in the field can benefit from a
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mobile xR4DRAMA application. First of all, this refers to the location scout who could receive
initial information about the area in question via the mobile application. But it could also
include the actual camera crew that is in need of information that it might not be aware of in
a specific moment in time but needs to anticipate to guarantee a smooth and successful
production.

5.3

Available sources of information

A successful media production depends on a large amount of various information regarding
a chosen location:








General impression: What does it look like in general? What is the scenery?
Accessibility: How can we get there? Is there enough parking space for production
vehicle?
Basic production infrastructure: Is there electricity? Are there enough toilets
available for production staff? Is there a café or a place to warm up? Where is the
next hospital?
Legal framework: Do we need a specific authorisation to shoot? From whom? Are we
allowed to deploy UAVs for aerial shots?
Shooting conditions: How is the weather? Does technical equipment need special
protection? When does the sun set? Do we need to mitigate noise pollution?
Artistic aspects: Which positions and camera movements allow for the best shots?
How does the sunlight fall?
Special issues: Are there high-voltage power lines that could cause interferences? Is
the local population friendly or even hostile? Where there any problems with this
location in the past?

This is list of issues and questions is by far not complete but gives an idea of the complexity
and variety of information needed. The sources for this information could be:





5.4

Existing data repositories: Open data as well as proprietary repositories that contain
textual and visual information on specific locations, e.g. street maps, legal
documents, image collections.
Data from existing sensors: Meteorological stations, webcams and CCTV, EO data.
Social data: Information from social networks and blogs.
Individual input: Input from people and sensors on request, e.g. images, videos and
sound recordings that are made by location scouts.

Examples of media production planning scenarios

The media production planning use case will describe specific scenarios for which the
xR4DRAMA project will develop solutions to increase situation awareness. The development
of these scenarios will reflect our general approach of establishing three levels of situation
awareness (2.2 ). The scenarios will furthermore follow the first three steps of media
production as visualised in Figure 20.
5.4.1 UC_1 Initial query and preliminary production planning
As a first step in this workflow, the production management in the control room decides
upon a topic and a location regarding the planned production. This is followed by an initial
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query about that location. From the users' point of view, the xR4DRAMA system should
support this query by crawling and indexing information from openly available web- and
cloud-sources as well as from a predefined set of proprietary repositories (e.g. EO
databases). The results of this query should be analysed, organised and presented in a userfriendly way. Ideally, the way of presenting the information should already create some kind
of situation awareness (Level 1 according to our matrix, see Section 2.2 ). The following
figure summarises this process:

Figure 21: Step 1 of media production planning workflow (UC_1)

5.4.2 UC_2 Information update by Location scout
In a second step, production management assigns a location scout to further investigate the
chosen location. The location scout is provided with the results of the initial query and
should be able to access the xR4DRAMA system via a mobile application (using a tablet or
smartphone). The location scout will now verify and potentially adjust the provided
information. The location scout will also add new information which could be text, images,
videos (also from UAVs) and data from other available sensors (e.g. temperature,
precipitation, noise. All this additional information should be gathered and organised by the
xR4DRAMA system. Figure 22 visualises this second phase in the media production planning
use case:
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Figure 22: Step 2 of media production planning workflow (UC_2)
5.4.3 UC_3 Detailed production planning on the basis of Situation awareness
The third scenario finally, covers the process where the production management team in the
control room aggregates all relevant information about the location and creates a detailed
production plan. The basis for a good and realistic production plan is that the management
team has a very good understanding about the location in question. The more information
from available sources (see Section 5.3 ) they have access to, the better they are able to plan
the production. However, as the visual impact lies in the centre of an audio-visual media
production, knowledge about data is not all. The production management needs to make
creative decisions without being on site. Of course, a lot will be done by the camera crew on
the spot, but, nevertheless, organisational and creative supervision remains with the
management team. That ultimately means that the management team will strive for as
much awareness of the location and the specific production activities, they strive for a
maximum of situation awareness.
In Section 2.2 we have described three levels of situation awareness. The first level mainly
consists of an appealing presentation of query results (especially images or videos) that
increase awareness about the situation without being necessarily immersive. This level of
situation awareness is suitable for preliminary production planning as described in Section
5.4.1 .
When it comes to more detailed planning that involves fundamental organisational and
creative decisions, the benefits of higher levels of situation awareness become apparent.
Especially when it comes to creative decisions such as which camera angles and shots to aim
for, which time of the day to use at is offers the best light for the intended effect, which
camera movements to prioritise or whether aerial shots from UAVs should be pursued, it is
necessary to have clear feel for and understanding of the possible outcome. The more a
remote production manager is aware of these very particular circumstances on location, the
more he/she is prepared to make sound and sustainable creative decisions.
For this specific moment in the media production planning process, we have identified two
further levels of situation awareness (see Section 2.2 ). The xR4DRAMA system will pursue a
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Level 2 situation awareness by creating an enhanced visualisation and representation of
available data (video, image, text sound etc.) that goes beyond a merely appealing
presentation of content as described in UC_1. On this second level, the representation
should be immersive enough so that users get a spatial sense for the respective location.
Whether this spatial sense is achieved by virtual reality, augmented reality or other ways of
3D modelling is not crucial. Important is the increased level of situation awareness that
could also be facilitated by playing out background noises from the location via headphones.
Whilst Level 2 situation awareness describes the phenomenon of passively experiencing a
remote location, user expect the next level to be even more advanced and allow for active
interaction with the virtual environment that the xR4DRAMA system will create. This means
that Level 3 should not only present and visualise the location in a more immersive manner,
but should also provide tools through which production managers can test creative
concepts. In this context, users imagine the possibility "to see" the visual effect of certain
shots through the "camera's eye". The system should further provide the possibility to try
out longer and complex camera movements and tracking shots. And it should allow for
testing different lighting concepts. Such functionalities will be immensely helpful for media
production planning. It will be cost-effective as it will help to train the camera crew in
advance and to avoid try-outs on the ground that will consume time and resources. And it
will boost the creative outcome as it will allow for optimising the production from the very
beginning. The visual effects in filming very often depend on minor changes in the use of
cameras, filters and other tools. Every time of the day creates a different atmosphere. And
sometimes, challenging and expensive production techniques (such as aerial shots) make all
the difference. The more these approaches can be reliably tested in a controlled virtual
environment in advance, the more likely it becomes that the ideal sequence of shots will be
achieved within a reasonable production timeframe and at reasonable costs.
Ultimately, it is not about how sophisticated the functionalities are that will be provided by
the xR4DRAMA system. Crucial is the level of situation awareness that they create.
Therefore, the following Figure 23 shows a number of potential HCI devices that can be used
by the production management in the control rooms. The icons in this graphic only
represent possibilities; the list is neither obligatory nor final.

Figure 23: Step 3 of media production planning workflow (UC_3)
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5.4.4 Specific production topic and location
At this early point in the project, we only provide an abstract description of the media
production planning use case. The very specific scenarios with clear topics and locations will
be developed in the further course of the project. They ultimately depend on what kind of
technical solutions the consortium will decide to focus on. But they will also have to take
into account external factors, such as what kind of productions the Covid-19 pandemic will
allow for. A first more concrete update on use case scenarios can be expected for D6.2 (M8).
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6 USER REQUIREMENTS
6.1

Approach

As this deliverable is meant to describe initial requirements only, we will be focusing on highlevel requirements as a basis for setting up the R&D strategy within the project. These initial
requirements are supposed to be developed in line with the Roadmap towards the
implementation of the xR4DRAMA platform in D5.1 (M4). Feedback by technical partners as
well as further enquiries with (potential) end-users will lead to D6.2 (Final user
requirements) in M8. Here, the initial requirements will be thoroughly revised and updated.
D6.1 and D6.2 together will be crucial for defining technical requirements in D5.2 (M10).
The initial requirements as well as the final requirements are based on (1) far-reaching
expertise regarding the two use cases within the consortium, (2) extensive market research
(see also Section 2) and (3) guided interviews with potential end-users and stakeholders that
are already using XR-technologies in their specific markets.

6.2

General requirements

In this section, we will describe the general user requirements regarding the xR4DRAMA
platform that are relevant for both use cases, disaster management and media production
planning. The description of general requirements as well as of the use-case-specific
requirements later on in this document, will follow a standard classification:






Req Id

a requirement ID (Req Id) that will make it easier to match user requirements with
related technical specifications;
a clear and non-misrepresentative name that facilitates communication about these
requirements;
a short description that contains the main characteristics of the specific requirement;
the priority level, ranging from 1 (highest priority) to 3 (lowest priority);
comments, if necessary to elaborate further on an individual requirement.

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest

Comment / Scope

3=lowest)
GR1

System
dashboard and
admin interface

An
application interface that
allows for highlevel operators to
access the xR4DRAMA
system from the control
room

1

GR2

End-user
interface

An HCI that allows endusers to easily
communicate with the
system

1
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GR3

Location ingest

Possibility to define a
specific location

1

Tbd how this ingest can
be done - e.g. by
defining a certain area in
a map (open street map
and such)

GR4

Location-query

A functionality of the
system that allows endusers to initiate a
query regarding a specific
location in web- and cloud
services

1

Tbd whether the sources
can be pre-defined by
end-users

GR5

Aggregation of
query status and
results

The capacity of the system
to observe the query and
aggregate the identified
content (e.g. videos,
images, text) in an
organised manner
(categories, clusters,
order)

1

Tbd whether and how
this aggregated content
will be accessible/visible
independent of the
immersive visual
representation (see next
requirement)

GR6

Immersive visual
representation

A functionality that
visualises the location and
additional information to
enhance situation
awareness (e.g. VR, AR)

1

GR7

Initial (Level 1)
situation
awareness for
control room
staff

System is able to
present available
information in a spatial
view (Initial scene graph
view)

1






Level 1 visualisation:
e.g. simple 3D modelling,
map, clever combination
of images, videos and
text

Immersive
Non-immersive
PoV
Bird's Eye

Relevant for DM (UC_1
and UC_2) and MP
(UC_1)

GR8

Multilingual text
generation

The system will provide
relevant information in
the user's language of
choice.

1

GR9

Edit query
results

Control room staff must
be able to filter, cluster,
annotate and amend
the query results

1

annotation e.g. by
comments, flag issues,
highlighting

GR10

Add own data

Control room staff can
add images, videos,

1

e.g. pdf, documents,
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models or scans to
improve data, or change
certain data points that
might not have been
available, e.g.
availability of public
parking

images, videos
Relevant for DM (UC_1
and UC_2) and MP
(UC_1 and UC_3)

GR11

Control room
staff is able to
send data or
tasks
(assignments)
to other users
(e.g. Location
Scout, First
responders)

The capacity of the
system to export any
result or visualisation so
that it can be used by
any other designated
user

1

GR12

Mobile
application

An application that allows
for operating the system
in and from the field

1

GR13

Remote access
to Level 1
situation
awareness

The capacity of the system
to grant remote users (e.g.
location scout) access to a
Level 1 situation
awareness representation
(partly or in total) via the
mobile application

2

Relevant for DM (UC_1
and UC_2) and MP
(UC_2)

GR14

Information
ingest

A functionality that
allows the location
scout to update
information about a
specific location and to
add videos, images, text
as well as data from
other sensors

1

•Text

Relevant for DM (UC_1
and UC_2) and MP
(UC_1)

•Media
•Checkboxes
•Earth observation data
•Other types of
structured data
•Meteorological data
•Sound
•Light
•Sensors’ data

Relevant for DM (UC_1 ,
UC_2, UC_3) and MP
(UC_2)
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GR15

System
updates

The system processes
new input (e.g. from
location scout/first
responders) and
updates previous results
and representations

1

GR16

Enhanced
(Level 2)
situation
awareness

The updated data is
used to create an
enhanced version of the
scene graph containing
all available relevant
content and information

1

For instance:
•more complex (AR,
VR) visualisation
•Playout via VR
Goggles and
headphones (sound
recordings)
•additional
information via graphs
Relevant for DM in
general and MP (UC_3)

GR17

Export situation
awareness
representation

The capacity of the system
to on-demand export
visualisation (and other
immersive
representations).

3

to export specific
simulations in a suitable
manner to designated
remote users (e.g.
camera crew or first
responders in the
preparation/training
phase)

Table 5: General user requirements

6.3

Use-case-specific requirements

In this section, we will describe the requirements thar are related to one of the two use
cases only. Disaster management (DM) and Media production planning (MP) are beyond
certain similarities very different activities with very different goals. These differences are
reflected in the use-case-specific requirements. However, the methodology for developing
these requirements as well as the classification follow the same rules as for the general
requirements (Section 6.2 ).

6.3.1 Specific requirements for the Disaster management use case

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
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1=highest
3=lowest
DM1

Localize
and
categorize
calls

Provide authorities
with the ability to
localize by audio
analysis phone calls to
an emergency number
concerning a flood
event and categorize
them according to the
problem issue

1

An open source tool would
be preferable

DM2

Detect
flooded
elements

Provide authorities
with the ability to
detect and count
flooded elements (e.g.
cars and people inside
the river) from video,
images and audio
messages sent from
mobile phones, social
media

1

An open source tool would
be preferable

DM3

Detect
element
at risk

Provide authorities
with the ability to
detect the number of
elements at risk and
the degree of
emergency from audio
or text sent by the
mobile app and by
social media (e.g.
whatsapp)

2

An open source tool would
be preferable

DM4

Detect
embankm
ent
exceeding

Provide authorities
with the ability to
detect from video or
audio, automatically, if
a river embankment is
overtopping and/or
breaking

2

An open source tool would
be preferable

DM5

Stress
analysis

Provide authorities
with the ability to
detect stress level in

1

An open source tool would
be preferable
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first responders and
citizens affected by
flooding
DM6

Data
collection
module

Provide authorities
with the ability to
detect environmental
parameters (water
Sensors
measurem depth, velocity)
ents from
first
responder
s

1

DM7

Drone
analysis

To analyse video and
2
images from drone to
update/enhance the VR
scenarios

DM8

Satellite
images
analysis

To analyse satellite
1
images to
update/enhance the VR
scenarios

DM9

Video
analysis

To analyse video and
2
images to
update/enhance the VR
scenarios

This imagery could originate
from various sources, e.g.
traffic camera, UAVs, social
media or meteorological
data.

DM10

Detect
elements
of danger
in the
flood
scenario

Provide authorities
with the ability to
detect elements that
could contribute to the
emergence of a
dangerous situation
(e.g. manholes,
electrical and gas
pipes), whether they
are submerged or not.

An open source tool would
be preferable

2

An open source tool would
be preferable

Table 6: Specific Disaster management requirements
6.3.2 Specific requirements for the Media production planning use case
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Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest

Comment

3=lowest)
MP1

Data
quality assessment

The capacity of the system
to assess quality,
relevance, reliability and
completeness of data

3

The trustworthiness of
the collected
content/data is of
utmost importance for
journalists - how can
the system assess this?
Mostly relevant for
UC_1

MP2

Multiple
assignments

A location scout (or other
user) can access one or
more scouting
assignments

3

Mostly relevant for
UC_1

MP3

Deployment of
sensors

A location scout is able to
deploy and utilise various
different sensors
depending on specific
needs

1

e.g. drones,
microphones, specific
cameras,
meteorological sensors

MP4

Advanced (Level
3) situation
awareness

The system provides
(advanced) functionalities
that further increase
situation awareness and
that can be utilised by
control room staff at will

1

Tbd to which extent
these functionalities are
realistic, e.g.





Possibility to define
camera positions
Possibility to
simulate camera
movements
Add simulations of
time (daylight,
night) or specific
weather situations

Relevant for UC_3
MP5

Continuous
system updates
(monitoring/
analysis) by
control room
staff and/or
location scout
and camera
crew

The system can still update
data from and to the
production
location, e.g. informing
camera personnel about
shots and positions or
updating changed location
conditions

3

Table 7: Specific Media production planning requirements
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7 REQUIREMENTS PRIORITISATION AND EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY
This deliverable is also supposed to briefly outline how the user requirements as described in
Section 6 will be further prioritised and how the various prototypes will be evaluated from
the users' point of view.

7.1

Requirements prioritisation

The lists of user requirements in this deliverable already include an initial prioritisation on a
scale of 1 to 3 - "1" standing for the highest and "3" representing the lowest priority. This
prioritisation is meant to provide a first indication to the consortium of how users perceive
the focus of development work in the project. However, the deliverables and their
prioritisation require further analysis over the next months. Accordingly, the DoA foresees
three steps of defining user requirements as the basis for a user-centred approach
throughout the project:




The presentation of initial user requirements in M4 (D6.1)
The elaboration of final user requirements in M8 (D6.2)
The elicitation of updated user requirements (based on the evaluation of the first
prototype) in M16 (D6.3).

This iterative approach enables the consortium to collaboratively increase the level of detail
for user requirements as well as for technical specifications. This process will be based on an
ongoing thorough analysis and balancing of user needs, existing resources and the scope of
the project as laid down in the DoA. It will potentially also lead to a re-prioritisation or even
re-formulation of user requirements and technical specifications. Thus, the consortium
retains the position to revalidate and reorganise its work at any time if needed.

7.2

Evaluation methodology

The DoA foresees two evaluation cycles: One after the first prototype has been
accomplished in M13, and a second one with regard to the final prototype which is supposed
to be completed in M22. The details of the evaluation process will be developed during the
project and reported in the respective evaluation reports (D6.3 and D6.4). However, the
following paragraph will shortly summarise the evaluation approach:
To start with, we need to clarify that the technical evaluation of the individual components
as well as of the integrated system will be carried out exclusively within the respective
technical work packages and according to acknowledged technical validation metrics. These
tests will follow their own schedules and are not part of WP6. User evaluations, on the other
hand, will focus on the aspect of usability of individual components as well as of the
xR4DRAMA system as such. Usability testing will be performed in two iterations (on M15-16
and M23-24). It will include for each iteration the evaluation of effectiveness, efficiency and
user-satisfaction regarding xR4DRAMA components and the xR4DRAMA system. The first
evaluation cycle will be guided by the principles of formative testing with the purpose to
update and potentially re-prioritise user requirements. It will be formative as it will advise
technology partners with regard to further development of the prototype. The final
evaluation will follow the principles of summative testing which focuses on the performance
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and usability of the integrated xR4DRAMA system. During the first evaluation cycle, it is
inevitable that the prototype system and the evaluation protocols will have imperfections. It
is therefore recommended to involve “friendly” users in the testing. These could be people
who are directly involved in the project, or who are sympathetic to the project and its aims.
In the second evaluation cycle, we expect more robust prototypes and protocols that might
be tested by a broader community as appropriate. In any case, we will focus on small user
groups. This comes with the apparent advantages of small usability studies (low cost,
repeated often, easily incorporated into the development cycle); but additionally, research
has in fact indicated that testing with just five participants leads to the optimal return of 85%
of the findings from a particular test to be uncovered, while at least 15 participants are
needed for identifying all usability problems. Towards the end of the project, larger user
groups will be involved through the xR4DRAMA User Group.
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Even though a deliverable that is named "Pilot use cases and initial user requirements" only
requires to develop a preliminary set of user requirements, we have followed a slightly
different approach. As time is of the essence - particularly in a project that lasts only 24
months - we have decided to conduct a more thorough analysis at this point already. It is
important that development activities within the project are guided by an user-centred
vision. Thus, it seemed necessary to provide technical partners as early as possible with a
reliable set of user requirements. This hopefully enables the consortium to identify technical
requirements regarding system architecture and individual components earlier and to give
them enough time for development. This does not mean that user requirements will not be
re-prioritised or even re-formulated. But the user partners are rather confident that the
requirements that are described in this deliverable are very substantial and conclusive
already.
Another point of importance is that user partners have defined three levels of situation
awareness. This requires a set of XR solutions that build on each other, and step-by-step
increase awareness about a (remote) situation. We have roughly described what we
understand by these three levels of situation awareness, and have indicated in several
figures how these different levels might be visualised. However, these descriptions and
representations are very preliminary, and shall only serve as examples and a starting point
for further discussions.
In the light of these further discussions, we will refine the two use case scenarios during the
upcoming months. This will not only give additional guidance for development work within
the project but will also help to develop realistic evaluation scenarios. The results of this
process will be reported in D6.2 (M8).
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